
Our client is a recognized "leader" in their industry. They are as well known as "the" place to work as they 
are for the "quality" of their product. They have asked us to assist in their search for a Polymer Chemist. 
The major responsibility of a Polymer Chemist will be to provide the bench chemistry support, 
analytical interpretation, and formulation assistance in the creation of a new acrylic adhesive 
platform as described in USP 7,906,598. This acrylic formulation and polymerization processes will 
require that the Polymer Chemist conduct benchtop formulation DOE's, perform physical property 
testing, and evaluate analytical results, to formulate acrylic adhesives for targeted markets and 
product lines. You will be also be charged with the responsibility of helping to build a "World Class" 
attitude in the department, a belief that R&D is vital to sustaining and nurturing the company's 
business. 

EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS: 
---Experience in polymer synthesis, adhesive formulations and construction from discovery to pilot     
scale up through production coated product. 
---Extensive experience in design and synthesis of solution polymers 
--- Understanding of polymer chemistry and structure-property relationships 
---Expertise in Design of Experiments and statistical process control 

---Ability to conduct, interpret and report upon bench and pilot polymerization. 
---Broad knowledge and hands on experience in a variety of characterization techniques, including HPLC, 
GPC, FT-IR, DSC, TGA, UV-Vis, GC-FID, GC-MC, and viscometry. 
---Documented history of innovation and invention 
---Working familiarity of intellectual property search, attainment and avoidance on an international 
scale 
---Excellent verbal and written communication skills 
---Understanding of specifications to address TOSCA and OSHA rules that apply to the lab 
---Ability to work with sales to solicit customer feedback 
---Provide initial technical service for new products 

---Ability to induce a group of diverse research personnel to work together as a team to quickly solve 
complex problems and design new polymers/products, which meet the internal and external 
customers' needs, more effectively and efficiently than the sum of the individual efforts. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
---MS or PHD in Chemistry . 

If you have been looking for the type of opportunity that only comes across once in a career this should 
be of interest to you. In this role you will have the visibility and support need for career growth. Please 
submit your resume by word attachment to: lynduda@mrorangeburg.com. Only those candidates whose 
background meets the position requirements will be contacted. Thank you in advance for your time and 
interest. 
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